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Malaysia is one of the top most sought after tourist location in South Asia. Malaysia is the day
dream location for the tourist from the whole world. This stunning Island is lovingly called as the as
â€˜Pearl of the Orientâ€™ and is truly a heaven on earth. The attractions in Malaysia are truly sheer wonder
and as stunning as it can be. This beautiful island is dotted with stunning attractions comprising
artificial and natural which are fabulous and truly awe - inspiring which always hook the visitors from
the every nook and corner of the world.

This wonderful destination is truly the most sought after tourist destination which easily attracts the
vacationers from all over the globe. Some of the major tourist attractions and destinations which
easily enhance the beauty of this island country and are very worth to explore on your Tours to
Malaysia are listed below:

Genting Highlands

Genting highlands are the day dream location and are lovingly called as the Las Vegas of the
Malaysia. It is of the most famous entertainment destinations for all the visitors like the couples,
relatives, Kids and friends with fascinating attractions. The Genting is just hour drive from the capital
city of Kuala Lumpur and the must see attractions on the Malaysia Genting tour. Truly as on your
visit to this country this highland truly is not too missed on your vacation.

Sarawak

This wonderful state is located in the Borneo Islands and is lovingly called as the "Land of
Hornbills", which is nothing less than a paradise for the vacationers on earth in Malaysia. Marvelous
sightseeing spots, abundant heritage buildings, wonderful tourist attractions and destinations which
truly enhance the vacationers for their most wonderful vacation. Sarawak Museum, Sunday Open
Market, Sarawak Cultural Village and Heritage Center, Santubong Fishing Village and Caves of
Sarawak all these easily attracts the tourist from all over the globe.

Kuala Lumpur

Kuala Lumpur is the capital city of Malaysia and is the most high-tech city in the entire world which
truly allures the vacationers from all over the globe.  This beautiful city is truly visited and explored
by the entire tourist from all over the globe for their wonderful vacation. Kuala Lumpur is lucky with
rich heritage and is only the global city in Malaysia. This pretty city is located on the confluence of
Rivers Sungai Klang and Sungai Gombak. This pretty city is lovingly called as the youngest capital
city in South East Asia which is dotted with myriad attractions which are truly out of this world. A
quantity of the attractions which will leave you spell bound on your visit Petronas Twin Towers,
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park, Batu Caves, Malaysia Tourism Centre and Sungei Wang Plaza. No,
Holiday in Malaysia is ever completed unless the vacationers visit the youngest city of Malaysia, the
Kuala Lumpur.

Beside these there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations speckled all over the country
which truly allure the vacationers from all over the globe. This country is also beautifully
supplemented by the all sorts of hotels which provide all its vacationers all wonderful stay along with
outstanding hospitality. Thus trip to Malaysia will offer you unique experience which easily will offer
mesmerizing memories to all its visitors.
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